Installation Instructions

KEYED WALL MOUNT PLATE KIT FOR REELS
Model No. RTD-KM1

The model RTD-KM1 kit facilitates mounting of hose or cable reels to vertical surfaces...walls, posts, etc. It is especially useful when a welded installation is desired as the reel base does not have to be welded in place, making reel repair or replacement difficult. Kit consists of one Post (or wall) Plate, one Reel Plate and hardware for attaching reel plate to reel and for hanging reel on post plate. Hardware for mounting post plate to vertical surface is not included.

CAUTION:
Although overhead mounting to ceiling or other overhead surface is NOT recommended, provision has been made for installation of a safety bolt to prevent reel plate from sliding off post plate, allowing reel to drop. ALWAYS INSTALL SAFETY BOLT WHEN MOUNTING UNIT TO CEILING OR OTHER HORIZONTAL SURFACE.